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ABSTRACT
Systematic reviews are a comprehensive and parameterised form of
literature review, found in most disciplines, that involve exhaustive
analyses and rigorous interpretation of prior literature. Performing
systematic reviews, however, can involve repetitive and laborious
work in order to reach reliable standards, especially in strictly
regulated domains where the quality of acquired knowledge is of
critical importance, like in evidence-based medicine. This makes
tools providing computerised assistance or automation during the
task attractive. However, it is unclear which aspects of this Work
Task are best suited for such support. This paper describes a three-
month ethnographic study and Cognitive Work Analysis of the
systematic reviews performed by a medical research group. Our
findings provide the basis for future work designing search tools
with localised optimization and subtask automation to support
specific phases of the process.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Ethnographic studies; • In-
formation systems→ Information extraction; Summarization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Systematic Review, as a formal approach to document reviews,
is a Recall oriented task [21], that appears in most disciplines. In
their extreme forms, within evidence based medicine and legal
e-discovery [30], all relevant documents must be found to be con-
fident that decisions are being made in the light of all possible
data, and that no data is missed. As an activity, a systematic review
is usually performed by experts, and usually under very tightly
controlled parameters that have been prescribed as the task was
assigned. In practice, however, systematic reviews might be spread
across multiple people as a collaborative search activity [18], and
is typically performed across a complex multi-stage process [23].
Further, multiple people with different skills and expertise often
take different roles at different stages.

Systematic reviews must be rigorously performed and are cur-
rently laborious and repetitive; theymust be both sufficiently inclus-
ive and comprehensive in order to include all related work. Further,
researchers must then find, comprehend, extract, and integrate data
from within these results. Our research questions were:

RQ1 What is the nature of the work task, and its sub-tasks?
RQ2 What opportunities exist to support the work task with

search systems?

We aimed to reveal the full nature of the Systematic Reviews, as
a Work Task [25], or indeed as a series of multiple Work Tasks. In
contrast to published documentation on how systematic reviews
should be performed, this paper’s main contribution lies in present-
ing a detailed Cognitive Work Analysis [40] of actual working
practices around systematic reviews (Section 4), based on a focused-
ethnography study [29]. Our results lay the foundations for future
research into the design of search systems that support this high
recall collaborative work task.

2 RELATEDWORK
We begin by contextualising Systematic Reviews as a Work Task,
where Work Tasks are typically defined as the larger task involving
information use, that typically create the information need that
leads to information seeking [25]. We then highlight the benefit of
exploring a medical case study, before describing our work.
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2.1 Systematic Reviews as a Work Task
Systematic reviews involve a well established process [9], applied
in most research disciplines, including our own community (e.g.,
Kelly & Sugimoto’s systematic review of IIR Evaluation [27]). Brere-
ton et al. [7] acknowledge 10 stages of a systematic review that
span the planning, execution, and documentation of systematic
reviews: 1) plan research questions, 2) specify review protocol, 3)
validate review protocol, 4) identify relevant research, 5) select
primary studies, 6) assess study quality, 7) extract required data,
8) synthesize data, 9) write review report, 10) validate report. In
comparison to a literature review, a systematic review is designed
to 1) parameterise a literature review space to define what will be
included and excluded, 2) survey all the available research that
meets those criteria, 3) synthesise the studies’ combined data (e.g.,
through meta-analysis), and 4) present quantifiable recommenda-
tions based on the synthesised data [19]. While a literature review
might outwardly look for possible extant literature that relates by
any one criteria, a systematic review looks inwardly to find all the
literature that matches all the prespecified criteria, to the exclusion
of results that only partially meet the criteria.

In applying these stages to software engineering literature, Brere-
ton et al. highlight that poor quality abstracts and lack of infrastruc-
ture make such reviews difficult. Thus, they need to be adapted to
suit different domains. Athukorala et al., for example, found that
literature searching was a highly collaborative experience for the
computer scientists they studied [3]. Papaioannou et al. studied
the different search tactics used by social scientists in systematic
reviews, noting that beyond reference lists, checking and expert con-
tacts were needed to reach rigorous standards [32]. More recently,
Booth performed an in depth systematic review of methodologies
used in qualitative systematic reviews [6], noting the data extraction
of comparable specific detail as an open challenge.

The stages of the systematic review task lend themselves to
different roles, similar to the Prospector and Miner proposed by
Golovchinsky et al. [18], where one person’s role is to find sources
of information, and another person’s role is to extract data from
them. In 2005, Harris studied the crucial role that a medical research
librarian plays in the process, in collaboration with researchers on
a project [22]. Similarly, Beverley et al. studied 11 different roles
that may be performed by an information specialist in healthcare
literature reviews [5]. It could be argued that Systematic Reviews are
made up of a series ofWork Tasks, such as selecting primary studies,
reviewing papers, etc.; however, as our results further highlight
below, each of the stages are closely integrated and depend on
shared document artefacts.

2.2 Case Study: Medical Systematic Reviews
While systematic reviews are recognised across disciplines, in med-
ical research and practice, systematic reviews represent critical
work tasks. For example, “evidence-based medicine” is the practice
of ensuring that the therapies proposed by clinicians to their pa-
tients are those best supported by existing medical evidence [33],
which is essential for preventing unnecessary harm to the patients
due to unsafe or inefficient methods [8]. Thus medical practitioners
must constantly study medical literature in order to continually

update and revise their practice in the light of new evidence. Of-
ten there is a delay between new research being published and
clinicians updating their methods, leading to a so-called “evidence-
practice gap” [20]. Narrowing this gap is a significant challenge
for medical practitioners. Indeed, ‘It is unlikely that all [medical
practitioners] will have the time, skills and resources to find, appraise,
and interpret this evidence and to incorporate it into healthcare de-
cisions.’ [9, Sec. 1.2.1]. Systematic reviews are a key approach to
overcoming this problem. By providing practitioners with sum-
marised data,systematic reviews narrow the evidence-practice gap
by removing the need for individual clinicians to do their own
literature reviews; they can instead refer to the systematic review
performed by other experts.

2.3 Systematic Review Tools
An important challenge and a limitation of systematic reviews is
their currency—i.e., the extent to which they reflect the most up-to-
date research. The highly rigorous nature of systematic review pro-
duction makes the review-writing process a very time-consuming
one. There can be a gap of anywhere between 2.5 and 6.5 years
between new research being published and that research being
incorporated into a review [26], and there is also commonly at least
a year between completing the literature search and publishing the
final review [12], meaning that systematic reviews are often out of
date from the moment they are written, or missing key evidence.

Not surprisingly then, much research (including the background
motivation of our own work) is focused on identifying opportun-
ities for tool provision for this work task [3]. Fabbri et al. [14],
for example, have produced a tool for text mining content from
found relevant papers, and visualising the results for the systematic
reviewer. It is hoped that replacing human effort with machine
effort during systematic review production will vastly reduce this
latency, improving the relevance of the systematic reviews thus
produced [12, 38]. Across the tasks, the challenge lies in identifying
ways of automating elements of the review writing process while
still maintaining the high standards of impartiality required in a
systematic review [4, 39]. Currently, this impartiality is ensured
by never relying solely on automated systems for any part of the
review production process. Most stages of the process involve two
or more workers operating in tandem, and it is recommended that
replacing a single worker with an automated system should still
ensure unbaised outputs [31]. Current systematic review support
tools are largely designed, therefore, as decision support tools rather
than as tools to replace humans altogether (e.g., [16, 28]).

3 FOCUSED-ETHNOGRAPHY STUDY
In this section, we describe our method for investigating systematic
reviews, and introduce the context of our case study.

3.1 Methodology and Setting
A three-month ethnographic study was designed to understand the
work of a medical research group involved in producing systematic
reviews. While ethnographic studies may take years to conduct,
studies of shorter duration can be sufficient to understand the
environment, systems and practices and to provide the foundations
for more in-depth studies [10]. Such shorter studies are particularly



appropriate for design ethnography, the application of ethnographic
methods to systems design. They enable designers to account for
the social characteristics of the system being studied, rather than
focusing solely on the functional characteristics [11]. The aim of
our study was to provide as complete picture of the group’s work
as possible, revealing both the movement of artefacts between
participants and the tight interdependence of sub-tasks.

Because systematic reviews are particularly important in medical
research and practices (Section 2) we sought to engage a research
group that is actively contributing to the Cochrane Collaboration.1
The Cochrane Collaboration is an international organisation foun-
ded in 1993 to establish standards for the production of medical
systematic reviews and make them widely available [9].

We approached the international Cochrane Schizophrenia Group
(CSzG)2 and conducted the study at their headquarters in the In-
stitute of Mental Health at the University of Nottingham. Most
systematic reviews produced by the group are written by volun-
teers who engage on a temporary basis. The core group retains a
small number of editors who coordinate the writing process and
select the topics for systematic reviews. The group’s headquarters
occupies part of a shared office in the Institute of Mental Health,
alongside a number of other mental health-related research groups,
that provides a working space for local volunteer reviewers. These
individuals and their roles are described in detail below.

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis
One of the authors spent three months working full-time at the
group’s office, integrated with the review team. The author assisted
with the data extraction for systematic reviews, while observing and
interviewing selected members of the group. The data was collected
through informal discussions and ad hoc interviews throughout
January to March 2018. In particular, we followed four participants
who play key roles in the group: The group’s Coordinating Editor
(P1) and Information Specialist (P2), the director of a consultancy
firm Review Solutions (P3), and aMedical Student whowas engaged
in producing a systematic review for their dissertation (P4). The
gathered data included field observation notes, interview recordings
and transcripts, screenshots of computer-based work, and examples
of physical artefacts produced during the group’s work.

In order to gain an in-depth understanding of the process and
the roles, we analysed the data using Cognitive Work Analysis
(CWA) [40]. Where other analysis methods are either descriptive
(presenting what is done) or prescriptive (describing what should
be done), CWA represents a formative approach and describes the
system in terms of the constraints on action it imposes (i.e., it
shows what may be done). Thus the method is well aligned with
our intent to understand the requirements for the enhancement of
the computerised support.

CWA is made up of five sub-analyses (termed phases), that are
conducted in a recommended order to capture multiple facets of
work:1)WorkDomainAnalysis, 2) Control TaskAnalysis, 3) Strategies
Analysis, 4) Social Organisation and Cooperation Analysis, and
5) Worker Competencies Analysis. Each phase builds on the results
of the previous phases to construct a complete picture of the system

1https://cochrane.org
2https://schizophrenia.cochrane.org

under analysis. Analysis was performed in the first instance by the
lead author, whose findings were then checked and discussed by
the others.

A recent extension of CWA proposes modifying the phases for
team-based Computer-Supported Collaborative Work [1]. However,
that technique is more suited for same-time same-place collabor-
ation [2]. We discovered early in our study that the team’s multi-
stage process was set up and managed so that the work is more
social [13] than collaborative [18], and so we proceeded with the
original CWA approach [40].

4 FINDINGS
In this section we present the findings of the ethnographic study
through the lens of the five CWA phases. We group our findings
thematically according to the key work tasks we uncovered, rather
than proceeding strictly according to the CWA order. Within dis-
cussions of specific work tasks we follow the relevant CWA phases
in sequence. In our discussion we adopt the following terminology:
a report refers to an individual document presenting data of in-
terest (e.g., a journal article); a study is a collection of all reports
related to the same underlying clinical trial; and a review designates
a systematic review summarising several studies.

4.1 Nature of the Group’s Work
We begin with a broad description of the group’s work based on
the first two phases of CWA and then define the Work Tasks and
analyze them in depth.

4.1.1 Work Domain. The first phase of CWA is the Work Domain
Analysis (WDA) that focuses on the physical and environmental
constraints of the system used by CSzG. This analysis is important
because a system’s function is constrained not just by the tasks
that must be performed, but also by the environment they must be
performed in. The results of theWDA are summarized in Table 1. In
general, the CSzG group produces and publishes medical systematic
reviews relating to the treatment of schizophrenia. Their work
involves a mix of physical and digital artefacts. They use face-to-
face and virtual communication, both constrained by their shared
office space. The workers make use of physical artefacts and face-
to-face communications wherever possible, but certain interactions
are required to take place via computer.

4.1.2 Control Tasks. During the Control Task Analysis (ConTA)we
identified distinct Work Tasks that are performed to complete the
systematic reviews. We organise our findings based on prominent
aspects of the Work Tasks that are of interest to our research. The
summary of identified Work Tasks is presented in Table 2. ConTA
aims to describe all the tasks performed within a system, taking
no considerations of how they are done or by whom. In the later
stages of our analysis it became apparent that, in practice, several
of the lower level tasks are combined to form a few larger tasks. We
broadly group these individual tasks under two processes: a “Search
and De-duplication Process”, and a “Data Extraction Process”. Some
tasks occur in both processes while others are specific to only one.

In brief, the Search and De-duplication process involves the
group’s information specialist, who maintains and constantly up-
dates the group’s database of schizophrenia-related studies. The

https://cochrane.org
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Table 1: Work Domain Analysis of CSzG

Abstraction level Domain description

Functional purposes
Objectives & external
limits

Review production; Review dissemination;
Use time & money efficiently; Cochrane
Handbook

Abstract functions
Fundamental laws,
principles, values

Impartiality; Transparency; Rigour;
Comprehensiveness; Uniqueness;
Work-hours per review; Qualification of
reviewers

Generalised functions
Functions enabling
fulfilment of purposes

Intra-team communication; Recording past
reviews; Peer review; Screening; Data
extraction; Meta-analysis; Study
de-duplication; Translation of non-English
documents

Physical functions
Capabilities & limits of
physical objects

Word processing; Highlighting of text;
Annotation of text; Search for
studies/reports; Record data; Question
asking; Computer networking

Physical forms
Physical artefacts and
tools

PDF documents; Printed documents; Data
extraction forms; Pens & highlighters; Post-it
(sticky) notes; Skype; WeChat; MS Word; MS
Excel; MS Access; MeerKat; Review Manager;
RevMan HAL; Information specialist;
Editors; Reviewers; Review Solutions
consultancy; Chinese government firewall

Table 2: Key Work Tasks in CSzG

Work Task Description

Register update and
maintenance

Updating the study-based register; Refining
the ontology used to code the register’s
contents.

Reviewer training Providing training, as a service, for new
reviewers, teaching skills needed to conduct
a systematic review.

Study de-duplication Determining which individual research
reports describe the same underlying study
in the database.

Screening Determining the relevance of provided
studies.

Data extraction Obtaining required qualitative and
quantitative data from relevant studies.

Review compilation Entering results of data extraction into
RevMan; Writing conclusions.

Data Extraction process takes place during the production of an
actual review, and involves extracting data from medical research
reports provided by the information specialist and recording them.

4.1.3 Cooperative, but individual. Before proceeding to describe
these two processes, we first give a general account of the social and
organisational characteristics of the group as a whole. We identified
three broad classes of worker within the group: Editors, Authors,

and Trials Search Coordinators. Referring to the list of participants
earlier, P1 is an Editor, P2 is a Trials Search Coordinator, and both
P3 and P4 would be considered Authors (as would our researcher).

A key research question for us was about the possible cooperative
nature of systematic review production. While the work processes
of systematic reviews involve multiple individuals, it is not clear
whether and how the cooperation manifests itself in practice. Social
Organisation and Cooperation Analysis of CSzG’s work indicated
that the group’s work does not fit conventional notions of collab-
orative or cooperative work. There were no organised teams of
individuals conducting exactly the same tasks at the same time.
Data extraction, for example, seems a suitable candidate for cooper-
ative work. Instead, by the formal protocols, it was required to be
performed individually in order to avoid bias. This makes the CSzG
work more coordinated than cooperative or collaborative [34]. That
said, Authors would often confer with others outside of their own
review, in order to get or provide help and advice, particularly their
associated Editors. In this sense, the work of producing a systematic
review is more social [13] than collaborative, especially for specific
tasks. In principle, several of the tasks could benefit from the devel-
opment of systems to improve collaboration, but they would have
to be carefully assessed to ensure that no biases are introduced into
the end product. This finding highlights the importance of access
permissions in collaborative search [18].

Cooperation was, however, observed in two cases: processing
reports written in Mandarin and quality assurance at the end of
the extraction process. In the first case the group had to work
with reports published in Mandarin. As there are many studies in
Schizophrenia research published in non-English languages, for an
English-speaking research group the data in them are ‘locked behind
a language barrier’ (P1). For that reason, CSzGworks with a Chinese
consultancy firm to extract data from Mandarin-language reports
and provide them to reviewers. That requires close communication
between the study author, the consultancy’s director based in the
CSzG office (P3), and the consultancy staff assigned to perform the
data extraction. This communication is complicated by the fact that
all the RS staff except for the RS Director are based in China and
work remotely. The second case of cooperation was observed at the
end of the data extraction task. In principle, this task is conducted
by two reviewers entirely separately, who then come together to
discuss the extracted data, check one another’s results, and agree
on the final data to be included in the review.

4.2 Search and De-duplication Process
The first stages of a systematic review involve conducting the liter-
ature search, screening the results to filter out non-relevant reports,
and grouping relevant reports that relate to the same clinical trial.
In CSzG these tasks are conducted by the group’s information spe-
cialist (P2), as part of the Search and De-duplication Process. We
note that this set up represents a significant departure from the tra-
ditional systematic review methodology. We defer providing more
details and commenting on the implications until the discussion.

4.2.1 Strategies for Search and De-duplication. The Strategies Ana-
lysis phase of CWA is concerned with describing the different pos-
sible approaches to completing the control tasks identified dur-
ing ConTA. The Search and De-duplication Process, in particular,



involves three control tasks: Register Update and Maintenance,
Screening, and Study De-duplication.

The CSzG strategy for Register Update and Maintenance is thor-
oughly described in [35], as the group has pioneered this meth-
odology. In CSzG, the group’s information specialist (P2) runs a
monthly literature search using a previously-approved search pro-
tocol, performs initial screening of the results to ensure they relate
to schizophrenia, and records them in a database along with their
broad PICO3 characteristics and their full text in PDF form:

So, to have this register updated, we’ve used 70 different databases,
like your medical databases. [. . .] We have MEDLINE, Embase. We
do the searches in 10 databases every month. It’s automatically done,
the majority of it, and I receive the records. I screen them to see if
they are randomised, if they [say] schizophrenia. If so, I am adding
to our database and I extract those metadata, that I told you. Which
is participants, are they schizophrenia? Age group, and do they have
a special problem, like depression and schizophrenia? Then, what are
the interventions and what are the outcomes? (P2)

The search strategy employed by the group is fixed, in compliance
with the requirements for rigorous and reproducible search results
imposed by the Cochrane Handbook (e.g., [9, Sec. 6.1.1.2]). These
regulations prevent the group from utilising more interactive or
exploratory search strategies. In principle, the regular literature
search strategy could be enhanced, but any changes to the method-
ology would have to be carefully studied to ensure that the required
degree of transparency and reproducibility is retained.

Screening is the task of filtering out results of the literature search
that are non-relevant. Diagrams illustrating strategies for screening
are shown in Figure 1. The general method for screening a particular
report involves comparing the PICO characteristics of that report to
the PICO characteristics of the systematic review. In the case of the
current process, this is performed more generally, as described in
the quote above: any report of a randomised controlled trial relating
to schizophrenia is deemed relevant at this stage and included in
the database. Reports are labelled in the database according to an
informal taxonomy defined by the group itself, which consists of
standardised names and spellings of drugs, outcome measures, and
other data of interest. This enhances later retrieval of documents.

Finally, the de-duplication task is that of identifying which in-
dividual reports returned in the search results relate to the same
underlying clinical trial. This is important, because often several
publications will be made from the same original study, but, ‘Du-
plicate publication can introduce substantial biases if studies are inad-
vertently included more than once in a meta-analysis.’ [9, Sec. 7.2.2]
Only one feasible strategy for study de-duplication was identified,
shown in Figure 2.

4.2.2 Social Organisation and Worker Competencies. The fourth
and fifth phases of CWA describe howworkers are organised within
the system being analysed, and what skills and abilities those work-
ers require to perform their tasks. Conventionally in a medical
systematic review, the responsibility for the described control tasks
would be the responsibility of an Author, with the search task sup-
ported by a Trials Search Coordinator [9, Sec. 6.1.1.1]. In the CSzG,

3An acronym referring to the four major categories of qualitative data extracted from
a study: Patient, Intervention, Control, Outcome.
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however, these tasks are allocated to a single person, the inform-
ation specialist. As will be described below, Authors still engage
with some parts of the Search and De-duplication Process, but only
at a later stage, and only in a confirmatory capacity.

Worker Competency Analysis typically breaks down the indi-
vidual behaviours (required to perform a control task) into three cat-
egories: skill-based behaviours which are at the fundamental level
and considered almost instinctive; rule-based behaviours which
involve execution of learned sets of rules; and knowledge-based
behaviours which require critical thinking and debate on the part
of the actor in order to undertake the execution. Among the identi-
fied tasks, by far most complex is de-duplication, requiring a high
degree of knowledge-based behaviours. Screening is rule-based, as
the actor simply compares extracted PICO characteristics against
those of the study.



4.3 Data Extraction Process
The Data Extraction Process seemed particularly demanding to
those involved in the corresponding tasks. The Coordinating Ed-
itor (P1) described systematic reviewers as being ‘enslaved to the
trapped data’, with reviewers ‘chiselling the mine’ to get at the data
they needed. Both qualitative and quantitative data are extracted
from the studies under review. The qualitative data consist of PICO
characteristics describing the study in terms of the drugs that were
involved, the number of patients studied, and similar, while the
quantitative data include the actual results of the study in terms
of measured changes in outcomes. As shown in Table 2, this pro-
cess involved the control tasks of Screening, Study De-duplication,
Data Extraction, and Review Compilation. This process is almost
exclusively performed by Authors, with advice from Editors or a
Trials Search Coordinator when requested.

4.3.1 Data Extraction Strategies. The first two control tasks are
also carried out during Search and De-duplication as described
in the previous section. The strategies remain the same, but the
goals are slightly different. Study de-duplication is only conducted
to verify the decision of the information specialist to include the
study in the review, rather than to conduct the search from scratch.
De-duplication decisions are in fact constantly up for debate, and
may be changed at any time with a sufficient justification:

[. . .] whatever conclusion [we reach], we [re]apply on our register.
So, whatever exists in our register is the accumulation of all of the
efforts that have been done by reviewers, editors, me, people who have
realised there is an error and report it. Whoever reports any error, I
just correct it here. (P2)

Screening, on the other hand, is more precise here than during
Search and De-duplication. In this process, the screening involves
consideration of more detailed characteristics and inclusion criteria.
The author embedded in the group participated in a systematic
review where one study was excluded because its outcomes were
not specific enough to be clearly related to the purpose of the
review:

So, if you look in diagnosis, it doesn’t really specify if the patients
had aggression. It was just an exacerbation of schizophrenia. So we
were like, “You can’t say psychosis induced aggression.” (P4)

It is the screening during the data extraction process that revealed
the naive screening strategy shown in Figure 1a. This approach
was adopted by a first-time review author with minimal training in
systematic review production. Commenting on one data extraction
form, she said,

[P1] said, although I’ve done this one a bit more fully, he said usually
what happens is, with the excluded ones, they fill in the things until
it gets excluded, and then they stop filling it in [. . .] So, technically I
could have stopped there and it would have been fine. (P4)

The author’s inexperience led her to obtain the vast majority of the
study’s characteristics and only then make a decision to exclude it
from the review.

Data Extraction is a new control task, only performed during
this process. As the name suggests, it is this task that requires the
majority of the effort during the Data Extraction Process. The task
consists of identifying all of the qualitative and quantitative data
contained in the studies processed for the systematic review, and
recording them. Strategies for this task are shown in Figure 3. In
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Figure 3: Strategies Analysis for Data Extraction

the group, the preferred practice is to print physical copies of the
reports in a study, along with a data extraction form, and to use
these as reference materials for data extraction rather than working
with digital media.

In all cases, data are first extracted into a specially-designed data
extraction form (see Figure 4 in the appendix for an example), and
once the form is completed, the data are then entered into the review
writing software. The data extraction form specifies precisely which
qualitative data are required for the review, and the data extraction
task consists simply of filling in this form with evidence drawn
from the study. Quantitative data extraction is more complicated
that this, however. Only certain data are actually required for the
review, to support the meta-analysis, but an inexperienced reviewer
will not know in advance which data these are. Referring back to
the review author, she experienced exactly this problem:

P4 [Entering the extracted data] was the longest part, because so
much had to get deleted, ultimately [. . .] So, a lot of the stuff
that [report authors] put isn’t needed [for the review], and so
they put in baseline figures and we don’t use those. Skewed
data goes.

Int. Okay, so you’ve pulled out all the numbers?

P4 Yes, you’ve pulled out absolutely everything.

Int. Then when you go to enter it, you find that you don’t actually
need all of the numbers.

P4 Yes, it takes a lot of careful checking.

The data are simply extracted onto sheets of paper (Figure 5) and
then entered later into the review writing software. In principle it
should be possible for a more experienced review author to predict
which quantitative data are going to be needed for a particular
review and only extract those, hence the alternative strategy shown
in Figure 3b.

A vital part of all strategies for data extraction is the annotation
of the source documents to indicate the location of the evidence



for the data in the forms. This annotation may take the form of
highlighting sentences or phrases (see Figure 6), or by placing small
numbered marks in the forms that are then referred back to. These
annotations serve to make it much easier for other reviewers to
verify that the extracted data are correct.

Yes, so, [P1] makes [the data extraction form], he had to be like, ‘Yes,
highlight where you’ve got things from, annotate where you’ve got
the things from.’ [. . .] [In] a lot of them I put asterisks, numbers, just
to know that I can go back and see exactly where I’ve got the stuff
from. (P4)

It should be noted that this reliance on using physical artefacts
for data extraction may not be a widely adopted practice across sys-
tematic reviewers. There are different software solutions available
to support systematic reviewers in extracting and storing data,4 but
flexibility in the process and the data means that the group prefers
to work on paper. The variability of data, types of data, and formats
of presentation mean that paper adds flexibility in a way that is
often complex to record in digital forms. The most obvious example
of flexibility requirements is collaboration with Review Solutions
to extract data from Mandarin-language studies prevents the use of
many of these tools. The director of Review Solutions commented,

The reason we haven’t used [Covidence] is because my team is mostly
based in China, and the government has a firewall, which makes [. . .]
Covidence incredibly slow. [. . .] There’s another tool—Apparently, it’s
more powerful than Covidence; it’s called Distiller [. . .] but then we
had the same trouble. Sometimes we simply can’t even get on to the
website. (P3)

4.3.2 Social Organisation and Worker Competencies. The Social Or-
ganisation and Cooperation Analysis for this process uncovered a
range expertise levels amongst review authors, from fully-qualified
medical doctors, to medical students, to entirely non-medical work-
ers such as the embedded researcher. In addition to these differing
levels of domain expertise, authors also possessed varying levels
of expertise in the systematic review process. As such, the authors
had and required varying levels of training in data extraction.

It quickly became apparent that this variance in expertise was
not an obstacle to the production of systematic reviews of an ap-
propriate quality. The group’s coordinating editor prefers to make
use of less-qualified people to conduct reviews, citing the use of full
time fully-paid medical doctors as ‘a waste of NHS money’. Training
is provided by the coordinating editor on an informal basis, but
there is also a lot of “learning on the job”:

P4 At the beginning, I was really overwhelmed. I did not under-
stand how I was going to be able to do this in such a short
time period. [. . .] I don’t really like to make a big thing of
asking help all the time [. . .] [but] as soon as you start doing
it, it gets easier and easier [. . .]

Int. Okay, so a lot of learning by example, would that be fair?

P4 Yes, and then also [P1] gave loads of advice, but we’ve also
got [P3] here [. . .] she’s done some stuff and then [P2] is really
good at all the search stuff, and even then the people that
come in and out. A lot of the time they’ll literally just pop in,
I’ll ask them a question, and they’ll disappear. I have no idea
who they are, but they were very helpful.

4Covidence was mentioned by P3 [https://www.covidence.org/home]

The coordinating editor described his own role in the process as to
be ‘breathing down the neck’ of the reviewers to guide them in how
to write their reviews to an appropriate standard. He also runs an
annual training seminar on how to conduct systematic reviews, but
it was not possible to observe this during the study.

Data extraction is conventionally organised to involve two separ-
ate review authors working in tandem. The recommended method
is for each author to separately conduct data extraction for the
studies in the review, and for them to then come together and com-
pare results [9, Sec. 7.6.2]. In this way, the authors can check each
others’ work to improve accuracy of data extraction. In practice,
this may not always be performed “by the book”; in the systematic
review we participated in, data extraction had been completed by
the first author (P4), who then gave their results to the embedded
researcher and simply asked them to ‘double check’ the data.

In terms of worker competencies, de-duplication and screening
remain much the same as they were described previously. Screeing
becomes more knowledge-based in this process, however, because
the decisions to be made are more complex. Data extraction itself
requires a wide mix of skill- and knowledge-based behaviours: cer-
tain PICO elements can be identified almost by “pattern matching”
on the part of the review author, while other data require much in-
terpretation of the source document before they can be successfully
extracted, especially when it comes to extracting qualitative data.

5 DISCUSSION
This section draws together an initial set of conclusions from the
CWA analysis, organised according to our research questions.

5.1 The Key Tasks (RQ1)
Broadly, we would typically classify the systematic review task
as one involving Exploratory Search [41], well beyond the query-
response paradigm. Exploration, however, is actively discouraged
in favour of comprehensive review of results, by creating processes
that make it impartial and procedural.

5.1.1 The Pre-Search Problem. The first stage of their processes
involved the procedural retrieval and pre-categorisation of new lit-
erature into a purpose built taxonomy, which is performed entirely
separately from an ongoing systematic review task. By creating
subscriptions to digital libraries, and performing pre-determined
manuals searches, the team reviews all new publications for how
they relevant to their expertise, and classifies the results for future
reviews. This represents an information monitoring task, and is
perhaps an ideal opportunity for more advanced Slow Search [36]
systems. Further, this pre-search stage involves document inspec-
tion and judging relevance of a straight list of results, which is not
unlike a standard, yet comprehensive, version of a very straight
information retrieval task.

The larger work task of this phase is to classify of results into dif-
ferent parts of the taxonomy, designed to make subsequent search
tasksmore procedural. Indeed, the work is a lot like those performed
to create a TREC test collection. However, in this case they are cre-
ating an intermediary search system, such that people performing
systematic reviews further down the process do not actually explore
the literature available in digital libraries, but retrieve pre-classified
data from pre-defined queries.

https://www.covidence.org/home


5.1.2 The Search Problem. Once a systematic review begins, the
work is still executed in separate phases, often by different people.
One stage involves the more exploratory searching, and the other
involves more investigative inspection of results.

The first phase involves the identification, only, of search queries
for a systematic review. This activity focuses on identifying the
queries that are relevant, in order to meet the requirements of the
systematic review. This may involve interactive querying and mak-
ing relevance judgements of result sets, but it rarely involves what
we would often consider a core part of the information retrieval
process: finding information.

The second phase of the systematic review involves almost no
searching at all, and instead involves the comprehensive analysis
of the results returned from the queries built (by another person)
in the first phase. This person cannot, or should not, seek more
results or explore related terminology, they must simply examine
the results provided to them by the intermediary search system. In
the examples from our observations, a study that included symp-
toms of acute exacerbation was not included, because it was not
specifically controlling for aggression as a variable. Indeed, the re-
ports produced as a result of the systematic review are expected
to identify works that are excluded; these results are found, judged
as relevant, but not included in the review. These findings help to
elaborate on part of the Collaborative Search role that Golovchinsky
et al. referred to as a Prospector [18].

5.1.3 The Post-Search Problem. The role of a Miner [18] in our
case study, has to make very detailed relevance judgements based
upon a key challenge: Data Extraction. Here, the quantitative data
must be examined by the main systematic reviewer to determine
precisely which reported outcomes are usable or not. Qualitative
data extraction was observed to be generally an exercise in pattern
matching, and most of the data extraction involved simply search-
ing for key words or phrases in the text that indicated a sentence
contained PICO data. For future systems, automated quantitative
data extraction could prove to be a hard challenge, as the data
needed for the review may only consist of one or two rows of a
single table in an entire report, and at present the reviewers must
do a lot of manual work to identify exactly what is needed.

The heterogeneous nature of the group’s document collection
also makes the work of data extraction harder; there were a variety
of document types in the corpus, ranging from journal articles to
conference abstracts to doctoral theses. There were also a variety
of qualities of PDF documents, some of which have very unreliably
transcribed text which will make automated extraction inconsistent
and more prone to errors. These challenges are similar to those
identified by Brereton et al. [7].

5.2 HCIR Opportunities (RQ2)
Our investigation identified a series of opportunities for HCIR sys-
tems to support systematic reviews through automation of tasks
that were described as laborious and repetitive. One initial obser-
vation is that this multi-stage process may be facilitated better by
systems that, overall, model search stages explicitly [23, 24]. The
breadth of expertise observed in those conducting systematic re-
views indicates that great care must be taken when designing any
technologies for systematic review automation to enable as many

people as possible to participate in the review production process,
particularly in data extraction. There is already interest in enabling
less-exprienced volunteers to participate in certain stages of review
production (e.g., [37]), and so care should be taken when developing
new systems to ensure they are usable by novice reviewers.

In the pre-search stage, systematic review process might be best
supported by tools designed for taxonomy management, than for
exploratory search. This role involves work more like a librarian,
cataloguing data for their team, than a reviewer/searcher.

In the main systematic review stage, the work is more focused on
result-dataset comprehension task, such that tools could better sup-
port a searcher in knowing a) what portion of the available results
they have retrieved, and b) how they relate to parts of the taxonomy.
One tool that made developments in this area was Querium [17],
which made efforts to help searchers understand the relationships
between each of their queries, returned results, and the full dataset.

The post-search data extraction problem is one that is more
closely related to automatic summarisation. In practical terms, a
tool for systematic review data extraction would need to be capable
of coping with arbitrary document layouts and PDF qualities, for
example. More importantly, however, the data extraction problem is
a varied and interactive task involving retrieving data from within
documents, rather than documents themselves. Given what was
observed of people using paper artefacts, this task could benefit
from e.g. interactive machine learning interfaces like Cueflik [15],
that would allow searchers to dynamically specify the types of data
they are intending to extract for the systematic review.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a Cognitive Work Analysis, based
on a novel focused-ethnography study of Medical Systematic Re-
viewing, as a rich and well-structured case study of such a Work
Task. In its premise, we might consider Systematic Reviews to in-
volve Exploratory Search activities. In practice, however, we find
that well structured systematic review processes can involve a series
of constrained search tasks, performed by different people, none
of which involves exploratory search as we would normally de-
scribe it. Systematic Reviews, in our case study, were facilitated by
a pre-search task that categorised new documents asynchronously
from any actual systematic review. Notably, all subsequent people
in the process work with these pre-classified documents without
broadly searching online digital libraries for new documents. Per-
haps the most exploratory actions are taken by a different person
who identifies and then dictates the queries that will be used by
the main systematic reviewer, but does very little exploring of the
actual results. This final stage is then largely a data extraction task
rather than a search task, reviewing a potentially large linear list
of results. We find that most of these processes are purposefully
delineated such that collaboration is coordinated by process, rather
than performed as a synchronised co-located activity. There are
opportunities, however, to support each of the subtasks involved
in systematic reviews with different types of search tools. Altern-
atively, a system designed to support individuals in achieving the
entire process alone would likely benefit from facilitating the sep-
aration of processes observed in our case study.
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Figure 5: Example quantitative data extraction

Figure 6: Example page from annotated report

A EXAMPLES OF PHYSICAL ARTEFACTS
In this appendix we show some examples of the physical artefacts
referred to in Section 4.

Figure 4: Example data extraction form
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